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A struggling tourist hires two wannabe tour guides to take her
to an active volcano.

SYNOPSIS
A year after the sudden death of her fiancé, Los Angeles litigator Jane is stuck, unable to let go and
move forward. Searching for clarity and closure, she makes a spontaneous trip to the Big Island of
Hawaii to visit an active volcano.
Upon arrival, Jane enlists the help of Dusty and Po, two locals pretending to run an adventure tour
company. As the trio drive across the island en route to the volcano, an unexpectedly dark detour takes
the group in a new direction as the story explores love, loss, and the difficulties of embracing change.
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ABOUT THE PRODUCTION
Shot on Hawaii island in 2017, Stoke explores the difficulty of embracing change, and softly
examines racial tensions between native Hawaiians and the tourism industry created by their
volcano. Partially shot in front of the 2017 Hawaii island “lava hose”, Stoke tells a different kind of
story about tourism on Hawaii island, which draws visitors from all around the world who hope to
be moved by the presence of Kilauea.
Pre-production for STOKE began in June 2016. In response to the frustration in the Hawaiian
community of Hollywood’s tendency to white wash or remove Hawaiian characters (Aloha (2015),
The Descendants (2011)), Directors Eisenberg and Payson were determined to cast authentic
Hawaiian actors for leads Pohaku (Randall Galius Jr), Dusty (Ka’uhane Lopes) and Kaila
(Danielle Zalopany). This brought on a six-month long casting search along the Hawaiian islands,
and ultimately led them to Galius Jr. and Zalopany, award-winning players in the Oahu theater
scene, and Lopes, found through a local modeling agency. This is his first time on screen.

Festivals
Hawaii International Film Festival, November 10+11, 2018
Austin Indie Film Fest, November 10, 2018

www.StokeTheMovie.com

